
East West Export UK Ltd  is an international company 
specialized in export consultancy aiming at offering 
its services to small and medium companies. 

EWExport offers a range of services from international 
business training, international fair preparation to 
end-to-end solutions comprising all the aspects of 
product and brand introduction into a new market. 

  Over 10 years of hands-on experience
  Successful track record
  Multicultural team of consultants
  Deep knowledge on HOW and WHAT in export
  Your “one stop shop” for all matters of international business
  Tailored consulting services

Business Address:

East West Export UK Ltd
20 – 22 Wenlock Road
London N1 7GU
United Kingdom

Tel: +44 844 202 0388

info@ewexport.com
www.ewexport.com

EWEXPORT
EXPORTING LOCAL VALUE
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EWEXPORT
EXPORTING LOCAL VALUE



SFIDA Vending Regular (100% Arabica)Regular (100% Arabica)
Decaf  (100% Arabica)Decaf  (100% Arabica)

SFIDA HoReCa Regular (100% Arabica)Regular (100% Arabica)
Blend  (80% Arabica)Blend  (80% Arabica)
Decaf  (100% Arabica)Decaf  (100% Arabica)

SFIDA Gourmet 100% Arabica100% Arabica
Decaf  (100% Arabica)Decaf  (100% Arabica)
Costa RicaCosta Rica
ColombiaColombia
Fine BlendFine Blend

VENDING+ cacao range starts with 
carefully selected cacao varieties from 
Africa and Central America. The range is of 
superior quality and offers:

- VIP 18% real cocoa butter
- VIP 14% real cocoa butter
- Cacao base drink

VENDING+ cacao offers a superior 
solubility and can also be made 

according to customer taste. 

The superior quality of these products is evident 
in its unique taste. It is simply a real milk! 
VENDING + offers a complete range:

- VENDING+ Milk 100%
- VENDING+ Skimmed Milk 100%
- VENDING+ luxury toping – Milk 60%
- VENDING+ Whitener 

All of the above products offer a creamy 
and natural flavour with different degrees of 
sweetness. The products are free of artificial 
colourings and additives. Special system 

to make granulation and drying ensures 
uniformity, unique taste and using 

conditions.

Products can be made fit customer needs. 

MILK OTHER PRODUCTS

COFFEE CACAO

- VENDING+ luxury toping – Milk 60%
- VENDING+ Whitener 

All of the above products offer a creamy 
and natural flavour with different degrees of 
sweetness. The products are free of artificial 
colourings and additives. Special system 

to make granulation and drying ensures 
uniformity, unique taste and using 

conditions.

Products can be made fit customer needs.

RIGOLETO 

It is a blend of coffees from Central America, South America, 

Asia and Africa. It offers a complete flavour, cream and full 

bodied feeling.

PREMIUM  - Intense coffee 

It is a selection of the finest available coffees. It is obtained 

an intense and smooth taste with a small acidity common to 

the Central American coffees. 

DECAFFEINATED

It is a fine selection made from the best decaffeinated beans 

that allow to enjoy the finest coffee without compromising 

any of its taste. It is based on a washed Arabica coffee, 

smooth, fruity and aromatic with a discrete acidity. The blend 

is completed with a decaffeinated coffee from Africa that 

provides a touch of strength. It is a very well provides a touch of strength. It is a very well 

balanced coffee.balanced coffee.balanced coffee.

CORTADO - Coffee with MilkCORTADO - Coffee with Milk

Arabica coffee with a touch of the Arabica coffee with a touch of the 

finest milk.finest milk.

LEMON TEA 

Despite having a base of black Despite having a base of black 

teas from China and Ceylon it is teas from China and Ceylon it is 

combined with an exquisite taste combined with an exquisite taste 

of lemon. Its colour, aroma and taste of lemon. Its colour, aroma and taste 

are truly unique. A tea that is stimulating are truly unique. A tea that is stimulating 

and digestive.

EARL GREY TEAEARL GREY TEA

This is a red tea with bergamot. It is a unique tea in taste and 

aroma which provides a truly unique taste. It helps weight 

loss in the most pleasurable way.

MENTA POLEO TEA

This herbal plant that grows in humid areas and river sides, 

it has attributes that are regarded as healthy and healing, 

in particular, related to digestive wellness. The evident mint 

aroma acts as a stimulating aromatherapy. A digestive drink.

ROOIBOS TEA

Originated in South Africa, this drink derives from a plant 

called Aspalathus Ilearis. Its red colour has a sweet and fruity 

flavour, it is particularly indicated for those who are active 

and sporty. It contains vitamin C, minerals and other anti 

oxidizing substances.

WATER: born as ancient ice over 10.000 
years ago, it is rare for its purity and only 
available in limited quantities (icebergs 
are harvested only 8 months of the year). 
Available in 700ml and 250ml only enhances 
appreciation of fine food, wines and spirits.

Campolargo family has been in 
wine growing for generations. EWExport 
is proud to advise Campolargo extensive 
range of high quality wines to those seeking 
something special to offer its customers. 
Campolargo offers an extensive range of 
red, white and sparkling wines to meet the 
customer taste. Its unusual blends received 
appreciation worldwide.
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VENDING+ cacaoVENDING+ cacao
carefully selected cacao varieties from carefully selected cacao varieties from 
Africa and Central America. The range is of Africa and Central America. The range is of 
superior quality and offers:superior quality and offers:

- VIP 18% real cocoa butter- VIP 18% real cocoa butter
- VIP 14% real cocoa butter- VIP 14% real cocoa butter
- Cacao base drink- Cacao base drink

VENDING+ cacao offers a superior VENDING+ cacao offers a superior 
solubility and can also be made solubility and can also be made 

according to customer taste. according to customer taste. 




